Plan for your refresh in advance and seamlessly transition from old to new technology while protecting your business and addressing your sustainability goals. By leveraging Dell's long-standing security expertise and commitment to sustainability, we can help you build a responsible PC lifecycle strategy today and avoid the headache later.

**Return any brand.** We'll take back all of your owned or leased client hardware and servers, no matter where it came from.

**Leave the logistics to us.** We'll handle every detail from pick up to final reporting, so you can stay focused on your core business.

**Keep your data safe.** We sanitize devices in strict alignment with the NIST SP 800-88r1 standard to ensure data doesn't fall into the wrong hands.

**Unlock value.** Your aging asset may have more value than you think. We'll resell your equipment and send the money back to you.

**Responsibly recycle e-waste.** If your asset has no value, we'll recycle it in compliance with local regulatory guidelines.

**Peace of mind, on-demand.** Customize and download status reports to keep track of your services from anywhere. Data sanitization, confirmation of disposal, and disposition reports are at your fingertips.

**Get the facts on your environmental impacts.** In just a few clicks, measure your efforts against your sustainability goals with a personalized Environmental Impact Report, available in real time.
Safeguard your reputation
Our top priority is keeping your sensitive data safe. We offer onsite data sanitization services where by devices are sanitized before the equipment leaves your facility, as well as onsite hard-drive shred where data bearing devices are disposed of through physical destruction in an environmentally friendly way. All details are reported through our online portal, giving you transparency and peace of mind along the way.

Measure your impact
Easily measure your efforts against your sustainability goals in real-time with a personalized Environmental Impact Report. As the first OEM to offer a personalized, real-time report, dynamically updated and aligned with ISO 14000 standards, this report delivers on-demand data providing you with your emissions, energy and landfill avoidances for assets retired through Asset Recovery Services.

Responsibly resale/recycle and fund new innovation
As you begin planning for new technology, first find out what your equipment is worth using our online Asset Appraisal Tool, and cash in to help offset your business expenses. Building in responsible asset retirement strategies helps you streamline your IT lifecycle.

Assets with no value are recycled in compliance with local regulatory guidelines around the world, helping you avoid the negative publicity from improper disposal, while ensuring materials are given a new life.

Hassle-free lease return
Don't get caught in a bind when you reach the end of your equipment lease or APEX PCaaS subscription. Dell can help transport your used assets, regardless of brand, back to the company from which they were leased. We can also perform data sanitization as an add-on service.

Learn more about Asset Recovery Services

See how much your equipment might be worth
Request an appraisal today >>